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Episode 85 – Staying Grounded with Raj Jana 

Steph G (host): Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio. A top rated health and fitness podcast. 
I'm Steph Gaudreau, your host. This show is all about mining into the 
depths of what it takes to build unbreakable humans and passing that 
knowledge onto you so that you can unleash your inner badass then 
change the world. 

 As always, we have another incredible guest on the show this week so 
let's do this. 

 Yay, you are here on Episode 85 of Harder to Kill Radio. So excited that 
you've tuned in this week and I'm really pleased to introduce you to this 
week's guest. Raj Jana is somebody that I've known for a relatively short 
period of time but I'll tell you what, the first time I met him he spoke right 
to my heart and his mission in life is one that I know you're going to 
resonate with so much. I'm really excited to jump into this show and 
before I do, I would love to have your rating, review and subscription, 
however you listen to podcast. 

 Now, iTunes is a great place to do that but leave me some feedback and 
let me know what you're liking about the show, share it with your friends. 
It really does mean so much. All right, no more stalling. Let's jump in. 

 Welcome to Harder to Kill Radio. I'm very, very pleased to have, oh, 
somebody who is a relatively new friend of mine come on the show but 
somebody who I had the chance to connect with in person just a couple 
of short months ago and from minute one there's kind of people where 
you meet them and you're like, "Oh, we're like long lost best friends," and 
like just enjoying each other's company and I just love everything that you 
do. Welcome to the show, Raj Jana. 

Raj J: Thank you for having me, Stephanie. It's a pleasure. 

Steph G (host): I'm super, like I said, super excited. I always geek out because I, 
obviously part of the reason for doing this show is introducing my 
audience to new and cool people but in a way, it's actually a selfish thing 
because I get to talk to my friends and catch up. 

Raj J: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): It's not always … thing to do when we are all running businesses and 
traveling around the world like you do and running around so it's always 
nice to get to chat with people and catch up. I want to hear about 
everything that has changed since we've met a couple of months ago and 
have you share about what you do because I really, when we met and I 
remember the moment that we met was at a retreat for entrepreneurs. 

 We were in this amazing house in Utah and I basically overheard you 
talking to somebody and I was like I'm going to insert myself into this 
conversation. Like I'm eavesdropping right now and I'm not going to be 
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shy about just like … because I heard you talking about coffee in San 
Diego and I was like, "Oh, this is selfish. I was going to like insert myself 
here and I want to hear what this guy has to say," and we got a chance to 
connect throughout that weekend. 

 The thing that struck me the most besides the fact that I like coffee and 
you do coffee, it's what you do, but is your message and your mission and 
I think that that, when I heard all that I was like, "Oh, I got such warm 
fuzzies." 

 I would love for you to tell people, to borrow from Sean Stephenson, the 
Superhero origin story, but how … You have a really cool story about how 
you got to this point doing what you're doing and I think there's a huge 
take away for the listeners just even in your own story. Give us the low 
down. Give us the Raj superhero story. 

Raj J: Yeah, of course. Firstly, you make me sound way more epic than I 
actually am really so I feel … 

Steph G (host): You are epic. You are. 

Raj J: My name is Raj. I'm the chief brewing officer at JavaPresse Coffee 
Company. We are a company that creates meaning products for people to 
transform their favorite coffee ritual into an extraordinary daily experience. 

 When we started out, I was working a full-time job and a lot of student 
loans to pay off. I started putting my feet in two different sandboxes, 
starting a business as well as working and just hustling the whole time, 
always moving, running as fast as I could. 

 Well, when I was doing that, I had a really good mentor of mine spend 
about 37 years at the same company and this mentor, he was great. He 
was one of the first guys I talked to when I started working there. He was 
really accommodating, helpful to the new guy when everyone else was 
really rude and just pushing me around. 

 Yeah, he was always talking about things he loved doing and I got to 
know him really well. He was about three months away from retirement 
and he'd work for the same company for 37 years so this guy was like 
ready. He was itching and you can just see it. I mean he was starting to 
kind of care less about work and started thinking more about play and 
planning all these trips and all these dreams and ambitions and hobbies. 

 With about three months left until retirement, he had a sudden heart 
attack and died. He was caput. He's married. He had a wife. No kids and 
him and his wife were building a woodshed and house, a bunch of 
carpentry projects. They were really involved in local community in New 
Orleans, which where I used to live and yeah. 

 I was starting our coffee company and the mission evolved over time but 
when we started out, I just wanted to create people products for people 
who like coffee because I like coffee. We created equipment and beans 
and all that stuff but now I'm after that experience. Our mission really sort 
of evolved. My personal mission with the company evolved to really 



wanting to create products that people can use to stay happier every 
single day because what I realized in that moment was that everybody 
around me was just working towards something that they couldn't see yet. 

 It was this distant retirement, or the weekend, or the next big thing, or it 
was just always looking forward and although I think that's really 
important and especially as we're creating lives and legacies that we love, 
it's important to know where you want to go but I think that our culture 
right now has gotten obsessed with where we're going to be that we 
forget to look at the things right in front of us or right next to us or right in 
us. 

 In that moment, I started thinking about my own dad who he was an 
immigrant, came from India, 25 years ago, came with 60 bucks in his 
pocket and just worked his ass off to just get to the top of corporate 
America. He'd given up his life and everything he loves so that he could 
create a lifestyle for me, my brother and my mom so that we could be 
happy. In that journey, he forgot himself and he never took care of himself 
and he always put himself behind his family. 

 When Jerry died, who was my mentor, it really made me think about my 
dad and I was like, what if this happens to my dad? What if he just drops, 
God forbid, he drops and he leaves all of his things that he wanted to do 
off to where he was like, I'm going to do when I retire, I'll have time later to 
do it. It freaked me out and that is what really inspired me individually to 
change the narrative around what we do as a company. I can't convince 
somebody to leave their job and travel the world. I can't convince 
somebody to take their lifesavings and buy their dream car but what I can 
do is help people use something that they're already enjoying like a cup of 
coffee or a walk with their dog, or a conversation with a loved one, or a 
simple hug. 

 Whatever it is that brings you joy on a daily basis. What I can do as an 
individual and as a company is really bring awareness to the fact that by 
bringing your happiness down to something that is right in your hands, 
you actually have more power to create a life you love than if you were 
chasing something far out into the future. 

 That's what we do. We create products to help people turn coffee into 
something a little more special every day. Something that you can look 
forward to before your day starts, something that you can appreciate and 
have to yourself when things around you started falling apart and so that's 
us in a nutshell. 

Steph G (host): It's amazing. It's such a tragic story but yet such a catalyst, I guess, for 
changing your own life and how you consider what you're doing. On a 
really personal level, you talked about how you shifted over time what the 
purpose of this new fledgling business that you were developing was, but 
like how did it really affect you personally when Jerry passed away? Did 
you make any changes to your life because of that other than the 
business? Like how did that play out? 

Raj J: It's like one of those things where if you're driving a car or something like 
that, you're just on a highway and then you have like a near death 



experience or a like a cop comes by and he gives you a ticket, you're 
driving really slow for a little bit and then all of a sudden you forget it 
happened and you start running as fast as you can again. That in the 
beginning when that first happened, I had this moment where it was just 
like, "God, what the fuck am I doing?" 

 I was surrounded in this place, in this energy, but I couldn't leave. I 
couldn't leave my job and just start my …I had ton of student debt so for 
me it was almost like a … I felt really like almost cramped and like stuck 
just because I had this amazing idea and I realized this thing but I couldn't 
really do anything about it yet. For me, it was a reminder, in a sense, but I 
didn't actually leave my job and started building my business full time until 
several months later. 

 Honestly, every single day I would walk by his cube because the week 
after he passed, his wife came by and picked up all of his stuff and I'll 
never forget that because his wife was there and you could just tell that 
she had a lifetime worth of regret whether it was something she didn't tell 
Jerry or something that she ... You could just see it in her eyes and I think 
that that experience made me sort of just lock down my why. 

 Personally, for me, being reminded and staying in that job and being 
reminded of that every single day almost cemented a feeling that normally 
would've just run away. Like if I would have had that experience and all of 
a sudden I would have been removed from that environment and moved 
elsewhere, I don't know if it would have impacted me the same way as it 
did me staying in that job and me seeing his cubicle every single day and 
me having that daily reminder of just what happens if you don't take the 
opportunity that you're blessed with to create moments of happiness that 
you can really look forward to. 

 I was just stuck but in hindsight it was probably one of the best things that 
ever happened to me because now I don't think twice. I still have my days 
where I'm thinking about where I want to be and I forget to do little things 
for myself but I don't ever forget where I want to go or why I want to go 
there. I think that's how I was … In that moment, that was me. I couldn't 
forget because it was tough but … 

Steph G (host): Yeah. Well, I think you brought up a great analogy because this actually 
happened to me this morning on the freeway. I was getting on the freeway 
and a guy just started coming into my lane and I was like he is not 
stopping and after that happens and like he swerves and like, it's just bad. 
You're right. Like you drive a little bit more cautiously and I'm typically a 
pretty cautious driver as it is but like you do. You're a little bit more 
hyperaware and then on the way home, it's like it never happened. 

 Probably in a way having, like you said, having that reminder of him and 
being in that environment was just a way to keep you a little bit more 
aware of what happened and what was important to you and keep it 
reminding you of that thing. 

 You mentioned your dad and you mentioned Jerry who's about to retire so 
you can sort of more or less guess his age. Then I'm wondering, because 
you're obviously of a different generation. If and how you see people of 



your generation dealing with this idea being present and looking forward, 
because I think the underlying question is people like even like my mom 
we're like okay, we're going to stay with the same company. We get to be 
like, we got to stay put and put down roots and there's this idea that stuff's 
a little bit less flexible and stuff's very static and we're always looking 
toward that like big milestone of retirement so we can finally enjoy 
ourselves. 

 Do you see among your peers the same way of looking at life? Do people 
your age, I mean you're younger than me by a little bit, so do people of 
your age have that same mentality of like we're going to put it off for the 
future or do you think people your age are a bit more living for the 
moment? 

Raj J: I think that's a great question. I think that regardless of age, I think that it 
is really easy to fall into a trap. I think we as individuals are always 
looking for stability. We're looking for safety. That's how we're wired, that's 
how we've been wired for millions and millions of years. We're always 
looking for comfort, safety, something that's predictable. 

 Even like my parents, like when they say stuff like that, work a good job, 
retire, I don't look at that as them not knowing to live life or not seeing this 
perspective. I just think parents don't necessarily want what's best for 
you, they want what's safest for you. They know that doing this is proven 
to have some sort of output and I think that that mindset gets imprinted on 
anybody at any age. 

 While there are people my age and peers my age who have taken the 
jump and done different things, I mean you hear a lot about millennials 
traveling and doing all sorts of stuff like that but I do see. I mean there are 
a lot of people that fall into that trap. 

 I mean going to school, graduating, getting a job. I mean, that's 
something that everybody my age is doing. I just think that we as a 
society have created this safe routine of life that it's really easy to fall into 
until something smacks you in the face and luckily, not luckily, I mean I 
got smacked in the face out of nowhere. 

 I was building my company because really, when I first started it I was just 
building it so I could pay off my debt faster. I was like I want to pay my 
debt a lot faster. I don't want to be doing this for the next 30 years. I had a 
different motivation. Unless, for me at least, I think it's hard to just 
intrinsically know that you want to live in the moment and be present. I 
think that there has to have something happen to you or there has to be 
someone you've been exposed to or some message that you read 
somewhere or some sort of piece of content whether it be it's a podcast 
interview or it's a book, or it's your best friend, or it's a mentor, it doesn't 
matter. 

 I think it's hard to just get it like that. I don't think there's millennials that 
just get it. I think that it's something they've been feeling and it's 
something that is reinforced by some activity or some realization and I 
think that's what causes people to take action no matter what age they 
are. 



Steph G (host): Such a good point. Did your dad end up changing anything about, like 
since your dad is in this mentality too and you're really afraid for him like 
what if this happens to my dad and he hasn't enjoyed his life and he's 
been living for the future too much. Has he changed any of his ways after 
this event that happened to you and everything that you've done? 

Raj J: I'm happy to say yeah, actually. 

Steph G (host): That's great. 

Raj J: Yeah, he went through a career transition himself which forced him to get 
out of the hustle, hustle, hustle mode and so he had an event that 
happened to him too. It's crazy. I think for someone who like you can't 
teach an old dog new tricks at all. With my dad, it took a while of me just 
doing this and the fact that I was reminded of it every single day just 
going by Jerry's cube and seeing it, I mean I was reminded that I need to 
live, be present, live to the fullest. 

 I think that rubbed off on the people around you especially when you 
really care about the message. Slowly but surely it started rubbing off on 
my dad and actually a couple of months ago, my dad, I mean for years he 
has been talking about like making more time for himself and going 
canoeing. He loves to fish. He loves going fishing and stuff and he's been 
talking about going canoeing for ages. 

 Well, a couple of months ago, I got a like a selfie from him and he never 
sends me selfies. That was just crazy in itself and he just sent me this 
selfie of him on a canoe that he had rented. He rented it. He went out 
there and he took it and he was like, "Raj, this is one of the best things 
I've done for myself in ages," and he's been going canoeing ever since. 
He makes time to go canoeing every once or twice a month. 

Steph G (host): That's good. 

Raj J: He enjoys it and that acts a gateway, right? 

 All it takes is one and that's why we focus on a cup coffee, right? Because 
a cup of coffee is something that, if you can find a way to appreciate and 
create happiness in something as small as that, then you're more open to 
creating happiness in other parts of your life. 

Raj J: My dad had that one experience and he was like, "Man, this feels really 
great. I feel good right now. What else can I feel good about?" 

 Then it starts opening up a gateway to you then being more mindful, 
aware, grateful, all those feelings and actions that you can take to really 
sort of and create happiness in the littlest of things. 

Steph G (host): I really love that you guys do that and that's your personal message. It's 
like something very small because I think we talked about this a couple of 
months ago but it's worth, I think, repeating for everybody listening is at 
least my perception and what I see out there and this is as a coach and 
somebody working in this space, it's like we see the best of … we see the 



highlight reel or we always see the best of people's Instagram and 
Facebook and curation and stuff like that and I don't know. 

 I think there's this tendency to be like, "Wow, look at all these. So and so 
just went to Hawaii," and like somebody got a new car and like whatever, 
like all the big exciting like even props sort of things that happened and 
we're like wow, everybody's life is big and giant and exciting except mine. 

 I don't know. What do you feel about that? Do you think there's too much 
big exciting and we're missing out on the smaller, I sort of call it 
contentment because I think contentment and like happiness and 
excitement are on different, it's like on a different continuum. 

 What's your personal feeling on that? Is social media making that worse? 
If so, how do you try to leverage what you guys do because you are 
obviously like a very young and with a company, right? Like how do you 
leverage those things that could be a detriment to some people or like 
seeing the highlight reel and like how do you leverage that then to get 
people to take the smaller things into account? 

Raj J: Yeah, that's a great question. Personally, I think for as much bad social 
media has, I do think social media has a lot of good. The highlight reels 
are, I think, an inevitable part. I mean I still get a little almost, I mean I'll be 
honest, jealous, sometimes I'll feel like just like not good about where I 
am or what I'm doing when I see something on my newsfeed. 

 I mean, there's a lot of stuff happening. It's easy to lose track but for me 
something that I've started practicing is that every single time, because 
what happens when I see something like that on social media is I start 
thinking about where I need to be. I'm like what do I need to do to have 
my own highlight reel, right? 

 One thing I started doing sort of flipped that and I got this from a book. It's 
called The Code of the Extraordinary Mind by Vishen Lakhiani and it's 
one of my favorite books but he talks about, if you think about where you 
want to be and where you're going all the time, you're thinking about 
something in a space of uncertainty. You have no idea what's going to 
happen and that is bound to make you anxious. It's bound to make you 
feel bad about yourself. It's bound to confuse you. 

 If you just flip every time you want to think about where you want to go 
and you flip that to see how far you've come, so instead of focusing on 
from now to the future you focus on from the past to now. You start to … 
because that is something you can control. That's something you can look 
back on. That's something you can see. 

 Now anytime I see something that makes me feel like I'm chasing a 
future, I start looking backwards, I'm like where was I three months ago? I 
just picked up this new workout and I've been crushing it in the gym, 
that's great or like, hey, there's this new product line I wanted to launch 
and I ended up launching it, that's awesome. 

 You can find a lot of beauty if you're looking backwards but as a company 
to answer the second part of your question, what we like to do is we 



create a lot of content that's focused. We put on a lot of content on social 
media and our emails and we have a lot of themes. 

 We think about happiness in the little moments. Where does that stem 
from? There's different buckets of content that you can pull from. There's 
love, friendship, dreams, fulfillment, happiness, coffee, like different things 
that you might not think bring you joy but by explicitly calling them out and 
creating like memes or content or emails or anything we can, it sort of 
reinforces it. 

 We like using social media as a way for people to be happier by just 
focusing on everything that they had in their life instead of everywhere 
they want to be. When you focus on something like family, it's impossible 
to think about where family is going to be unless you're pregnant and then 
you're probably thinking of a million different things but generally 
speaking, when you think about family, you're thinking about the family 
you have or the family in your life or people who might be extended 
family. 

 By associating our content with different types of messages that surround 
the idea of feeling grateful and in the moment, we've been able to sort of 
get around social media and I think that used social media as a way of 
really reinforcing just a more appreciation back to where you've come 
from instead of where you're going to go. 

Steph G (host): I love that. I love that story. I think it's so important and it's a trap that we 
all fall into because I do it too, right? That's one of the things I love about 
having to go to the gym and have a training, like training log. 

Raj J: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): I like paper because I'm old school but whatever. If you have it on your 
phone or an app or whatever but keeping in track of that progress, 
because it's so easy to fall into the trap of like I'm so not there yet 
whatever the goal is or again, looking forward like how much more do I 
need to accomplish and then you look back and you're like, this is the one 
thing I love about Facebook sometimes. It's got those like reminders of 
where we were on this day like seven or eight years ago. 

 I saw recently one of me when I very first started CrossFit and I was like, 
okay, fine, I've gotten stronger. It's so easy to get like sucked into that 
whether it's competing with yourself or competing against other people in 
just that like, what have I accomplished? How much more do I have to do 
and you look back and you're like okay, well, I've been working hard. 
There's things that I've accomplished. I think you hit the nail on the head 
there and you're not alone in that. 

Raj J: Thank you. Yeah, I mean, it's hard because you're right. Highlight reel, 
nobody likes to talk about the things they're not doing well. 

Steph G (host): Yeah. 

Raj J: Especially on social media. It's hard to put yourself out there. I think that 
for me, one big thing was just recognizing that, like you said I'm not alone. 



Just by you saying that makes me feel good. Just by knowing that there's 
people out … I mean it is a highlight reel and ultimately, as long as that 
awareness is there, then we're all on this together. 

Steph G (host): Totally. 

Raj J: This is how we're doing it. 

Steph G (host): You mentioned earlier a couple of times this idea of gratitude. I mean, 
there's so many scientific studies about … I mean not only just that sort of 
experience but also practical experience, people that have a gratitude 
practice have reported time and time again feeling much more content 
about their life and all of the stuff that we've been talking about. 

 I'm curious what sort of, if any, gratitude practice do you have in your life 
and what does that look like? 

Raj J: Yeah. It's just something I've been definitely working on myself for the 
past year. I'm just working on being more grateful but one thing I do every 
single day is I journal and I plan my day. 

 Before I plan my day, earlier and actually I'll share this, earlier in the year 
what I used to do is I used a journal called the Self Journal. 

Steph G (host): Oh nice. 

Raj J: That's a journal that you use to plan your day and in the journal they have 
like a thing where you write down three things you're grateful for in the 
morning and three things you're grateful for in the evening. At the very 
least, what I started doing, when I first got introduced to the concept of 
this gratitude, was just writing down three things I was very grateful for. 

 Over time, that sort of watered itself down and started being the same 
things like family, friends, food, family, friends, coffee, family, friends, 
yadda, yadda, yadda, right? Then that evolved now into instead of 
choosing three things that I want to be grateful for and I got this idea from 
somebody else, a buddy of mine named [Alan 00:29:08], gave me this 
idea that instead of writing down three things you're grateful for, think 
about one thing you're grateful for and name three reasons why you're 
grateful for that thing. 

 When I started doing that, I started unlocking the scientific powers that we 
all know gratitude really can offer you. That practice has been like a really 
steady thing for me. Every day it doesn't matter if I … It's really gratitude 
and coffee, those are like the two things that I have to have. If I don't start 
my day with those two things, I'm in a really crappy mood the entire day. 

 Gratitude really has weaved its way in to a pretty important part of my life 
and it's not even like the scientific. That's not why I started doing it. It feels 
good when you're grateful. I feel really good when I say I'm just grateful 
for this. I mean, Thanksgiving is one of my favorite holidays of the year 
just because it's a moment that we're all giving thanks and it just feels 
good. I feel powered. I feel empowered. I feel blessed and I think when 
you feel blessed and when you feel lucky or because I think gratitude is 



what ultimately makes you feel, it makes you feel lucky for having all 
these things in your life. 

 When you feel lucky and you feel grateful you feel unstoppable and when 
you feel unstoppable, you're more, at least I am, I'm way more 
empowered to go after huge wins and huge things for my business and 
my personal life because I've got this unlimited source of almost just 
power. 

Steph G (host): Sure. 

Raj J: I feel great. I think that is 100% why I'd … that's why we weave gratitude 
into so many different parts of our product experience. I think it really is 
the key to just about everything. If you have gratitude, you can do 
anything, I think. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, I love that idea of challenging yourself to find the reasons why 
you're grateful for that thing and it's easy to fall into the same rhythm of 
like, yeah, of course, I'm very grateful for my house and my husband and 
you know, but I love that idea of getting really granular about the why. The 
other thing that I challenge people to do is to look for like the most simple 
things that they're grateful for. Like really, really granular things. Maybe 
you took a walk this morning and the way the sunrise looked on like I 
don't know, like the rain and there is puddles on the ground and like the 
sun came up and you saw this amazing reflection or somebody held the 
door for you and smiled and that just made you feel like you were seen. 

 Really super little things I think can help too and strengthen that gratitude 
muscle but you're totally right. It's a practice and it has to be something 
that you do often so that when you're in the moment, it's like sitting down 
and doing the practice. I don't know if this is, you've had the same 
experience, but for me it's like when I do the practice and then I'm out in 
the wilds, right, the real life, right? 

Raj J: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): The things I'm having at the moment that the stronger that muscle is, the 
better you get at spotting things when they're happening. Do you find that 
for you or is it just the reflection that's important? 

Raj J: I do think that the more you practice it the better you are at 
acknowledging things 100%, especially when you're out there in different 
scenarios. For me, beyond the reflection I think it's more important to 
practice gratitude when you have everything in your life versus … I guess 
a lot of people like to pray and practice like … If you practice gratitude 
when you have everything in your life, by the time you have nothing in 
your life, gratitude will be the thing that keeps you going. 

 Like I said, a lot of people call it different things. I mean for me prayer and 
gratitude are almost hand in hand and different people might view it 
differently but I think that ultimately, by practicing gratitude every day, you 
make the muscle stronger, like you mentioned, but you make the muscle 
stronger where it really counts or you can call to it when things aren't 
going well. I think that that is where you find strength to keep moving 



forward, to keep like when things aren't going well in your life. You can 
find a way to be grateful when everything in your life is in shambles, you 
have one and it's just a matter of time because if you feel grateful, like I 
mentioned, it's your power to keep going forward. 

 You and I both know that if you quit, when you quit, it's the only time you 
lose. If you don't quit and you just keep moving forward. You're going to 
work yourself out of rock bottom or wherever you are. I think that's what 
gratitude has turned for me and I think that's why it's such an important 
principle in my own life. It's really turned into something that fuels me to 
be my best. 

Steph G (host): I love that. Okay, let's talk about coffee now because we've talked … We 
have not talked at all about coffee on this podcast, really. I'm curious to 
know, okay, where did you get the idea like I want to do coffee? Like why 
coffee? Why, and you sort of alluded to it but I don't know if there's more 
to the story than like … You could have chosen a billion different things 
too to connect even to this higher message, like why coffee? What's … 

Raj J: Like I said when I first started out I didn't have this mission that I have 
now to do with coffee. I was in a lot of debt. I was working in a job I really 
didn't like. I just wanted to build something that could make me money. 

 In the beginning, I picked coffee because there's … I mean everybody 
drinks coffee and when somebody drinks coffee they don't just drink 
coffee one day, they drink coffee every day. It was an industry I saw that 
would just be there forever. At the same time when we were launching the 
coffees, I started learning a lot more. I used to be a guy that just drank 
like the crappiest stuff. 

Steph G (host): Are we going to get some angry email and stuff? 

Raj J: No, well, no, I mean like ... No when I say the crappiest stuff I just mean 
like I didn't know any better. I didn't know that coffee could taste better. I 
was just at work and I'd go to my pots and I just get myself coffee and I'd 
get back in. It was more like sometimes I just went to keep myself 
moving. I mean I would drink two or three cups a day. 

 For me, just learning more about something that made me feel really 
good, like I didn't know why I like coffee so much, I just like drinking it. I 
don't know if it was the taste or I didn't know if it was the way I felt after I 
drink coffee. Every time I went into a meeting or something I had to have 
a cup of coffee so it was almost like my sidekick. 

 When we started getting into the coffee space and I started learning a lot 
about coffee and the farmers and the roasters and all the points of the 
business, everybody that goes into creating this amazing beverage, I 
started really appreciating what we were doing. I started appreciating the 
coffee community and what it stood for. I mean the coffee in general. 
There's a lot of sort of … Just like any industry back in the day, huge 
corporations used to come in and squeeze farmers so that they could get 
coffee down to 9 or 10 bucks a bag. 



 Now, there's this huge wave of specialty coffee where the industry itself 
goes in and pays responsible wages to these farmers to make sure that 
they can create an amazing crop. Even that idea, once I found out about 
that, I was like, "Oh my God, that's awesome." That made me feel good 
and proud that we were doing business in the coffee industry. 

 I think all of that combined with then the experience with Jerry where it 
just tied it all home. It was like why shouldn't we be drinking good coffee? 
We should be drinking good coffee because we deserve to drink good 
coffee and I think that was the biggest reason why I just loved … That's 
what attracts me to this day to the industry and why I love being in coffee 
so much is because a cup of coffee can mean a lot of different things to a 
lot of different people and it's enjoyed in a lot of different places. For me, 
and I know for a lot of different people, coffee is the nonnegotiable. 
[inaudible 00:38:18] 

Steph G (host): Yeah, I mean it's something like sort of and I can't speak for a ton of 
different cultures around the world but at least here in the States it's like 
when you want to meet up with someone, it's the way to connect. 

Raj J: Oh yeah. 

Steph G (host): It's like, well, okay, we're either going to go for drinks or coffee. If you're 
like me, you're like let's go get coffee because I know it's 9:00 but yeah, 
it's a way to connect with people, right? 

Raj J: It absolutely is and I think in a lot of ways, it's also a way to connect with 
yourself. Like we focus on making equipment that's like, we call it slow 
coffee in our company. 

Steph G (host): Oh interesting. 

Raj J: It's like instead of fast coffee, this coffee takes time to make it. Like we 
have French presses. We've got our own manual grinder where you have 
to like put beans in like a caveman and like grind them out. I mean, but 
coincidence, that's one of our best sellers. That's what people love and 
it's because it takes time to have it. 

 In the mornings, when you're running as fast as you need to be, if you just 
throw in a manual grinder and you're like all right, it forces you to take a 
couple of minutes to grind the coffee, that is like you're forced break. You 
can't use your phone. You can't check your email. You can't get on 
Facebook and look at all the highlight reels, you can't do anything. You're 
in your own world with your own thoughts and all you're doing is just 
cranking away. 

Steph G (host): Gosh, that's so true. We have a manual burr grinder and I've done many 
of batches of coffee in that thing and you're right, there's no way you can 
do it with one hand. 

Raj J: No. 

Steph G (host): Yes, fully present in the grinding experience. 



Raj J: Exactly and so even that I just … Beyond enjoying coffee with other 
people, I just think coffee is this chance to start your day off on the right 
foot with yourself. Like it's a moment to yourself that you can enjoy and I 
think that's pretty awesome. 

 Sure you can do the same thing with beer, wine and all that other stuff but 
that's not as fun as coffee and you can't do that at 9:00 a.m. like you said. 
You can I guess but. 

Steph G (host): You can. You'd have to disguise it maybe. It's not socially acceptable. 

Raj J: Yeah, yeah. Anyways. 

Steph G (host): Thinking about tying it all together now. Let me back up. Aside from these 
sorts of things that you do in encouraging, I love the slow coffee 
movement. What are some of the other things that make what you do 
special because this is the part where I've eavesdropped on your 
conversation, I believe, back in Utah. I was like, you were talking about 
how you guys do the roasting process and like what your standards are 
for that sort of thing. You have to give us the whole shipping movement of 
all the stuff that you do but like how, what are some of the other things 
that distinguish you from other companies out there? 

Raj J: Yeah, our mission at JavaPresse really is to help people experience 
happiness every single day. The one part of the day that we can influence 
the most is the coffee ritual. With our equipment and our beans, our 
beans more so, we specifically design the experience to where we tap 
into those different content buckets that I mentioned earlier on the call. 
Things like family, friendship, love, giving, charity, whatever it may be. We 
tell stories of the farmers. We tell stories of the roasters. We share 
insights into their lives in everything they're doing to create, to what 
happens when by drinking this coffee what they're supporting. 

 We create an experience that connects a third world country with the first 
world country. Just by doing that in itself allows you to feel grateful and 
that's where I mentioned that everything we do is about helping people 
bring more intention and gratitude into their existing routines. We 
specifically source our beans from farmers who have incredible stories to 
tell. 

 For example, one of our farmers from Brazil, every single Christmas he 
dresses up as Papa Noel, goes to the local villages and passes out toys. 
That coffee is a coffee we gave out last week leading into the Christmas 
holidays because we wanted to have people remember and feel this idea 
of just thankfulness, gratitude, family, charity, gifting, whatever it is but we 
intentionally design these experiences around what we think you'll be 
experiencing on a day-to-day basis. 

 Like Novembers was our coffee of the month was coffee called Giving 
Tree. It was a coffee from Ethiopia where the coffee itself … Ethiopia, 
coffee accounts for about 60% of Ethiopia's GDP. Giving Tree, it's a story 
about giving back to a community that gives so much through the coffee. 



 That's [inaudible 00:43:46]. When you hear that story, how do you feel? 
You feel grateful. You feel like, damn, like this cup of coffee I'm drinking 
right now supports the livelihoods of hundreds of families in Ethiopia and I 
think that's what really, beyond the quality. I mean quality is obviously 
number one but organically grown, all that good stuff. More than that, I 
think that what makes us as a company special and our products special 
is the experience that they provide while you're enjoying your cup of 
coffee. 

 When you infuse gratitude and the sense of appreciation for little thing, 
the little thing that you hold in your hand, like so much work went in to 
creating this one cup of coffee, when you bring that intention back in, 
even if you're not grateful for anything else in your life, you're opening up 
the floodgates to experience more gratitude, happiness and appreciation 
in every other part of your life. 

Steph G (host): That's super cool. 

Raj J: I think that's what we focus on as a company to provide through every 
single experience, whether it'd be content, the purchases or just emails, 
anything we do, podcast, everything we do is designed to really bring out 
that message in as many ways as we can. 

Steph G (host): I love that. I think it's the same, in the health coaching spaces, it's the 
same. You can draw a lot of parallels like why would you work with a 
certain person over someone else. Like why would you choose this coffee 
over another coffee and they're certainly layers of, like you said, the 
product itself and the quality and all of those features, but when it comes 
down to it, it's like if you want to work with a health coach or if you want to 
work with somebody else that you're going to consult with or it's a product 
that you want to buy, like a lot of people now are choosing to spend their 
dollars on something that is meaningful in other way. Whether, like you 
said, there's a charity aspect to it, whether it's like there's a deeper 
message, there's an overarching story, like there's something else there 
and I think that now with the online world especially like you guys don't 
have like, you can't just go to a store, you can't just go to a retail outlet 
and just go buy your coffee, right? 

 You're not going to walk into … Well, maybe that's in the works, I don't 
really know, but it's not like a Starbucks, you're going to walk in and get 
coffee off the street. There's this element of like the online world and so 
there's like a billion coffees now, why are you going to choose the coffee 
that you do and for people who are looking for more of that connection, 
that message, that intention behind it. I think it's really cool. 

Raj J: Yeah, I mean we spent a lot of time and we've been developing this 
product line for the last year. Sourcing the right farmers, the right partners 
to roast with and even the way we roast I mean we roast and ship on the 
same day. Like after you order, we roast. You're like getting like the 
freshest coffee which from a health standpoint, the fresher, the coffee the 
higher antioxidant count. 

 If coffee has been sitting on a shelf for more than, this is probably 
something your listeners don't know, but if coffee sits on the shelf for 



more than two weeks, it starts to stale. Regardless of whether it's in a 
sealed package, it's in an airtight container, if it's frozen, it doesn't matter. 
Coffee starts to oxidize up for two weeks and so all the health benefits 
that you get from coffee or fresh roasted coffee. That's why if you go look 
at everyone telling, oh coffee is like salad because it's healthy, I mean it is 
healthy. It is very healthy. It's got more antioxidant count than, I think, the 
next nine foods in the average American diet. 

 Whoever tells you coffee isn't good for you tell them to go away. Just go 
keep drinking your coffee. But yeah, fresh roasted coffee is where you're 
going to get the most. We designed our workflows to do that too. I mean, 
like I said, it's really fun product line to get out and our customers love it 
and it's been a pleasure for us because we get to work with some 
amazing farmers and amazing roasters and tell stories that are really fun 
to tell. I love telling these stories. It's just really cool. 

 There's people on the other side of the world that are doing amazing 
things and they don't have a platform to share their voices. 

Steph G (host): For sure. 

Raj J: The fact we get to do that as a company, I'm very grateful for that. 

Steph G (host): We talked about all like the fun and amazing things, what are some of the 
biggest challenges that you've had to solve in this process of getting 
everything off the ground and getting everything going? 

Raj J: Wow, a lot. Starting the company itself, we moved really fast and when 
we started out we were just throwing stuff at the wall, seeing what stuck 
and then just continuing to do that. I think that that has its merits. As we 
went along the way, we realized we did things completely wrong or like 
when we were first creating our equipment, just making sure that we were 
creating products without design flaws. 

 When we first launched our first product which is our grinder I mean it had 
like a huge fatal design flaw that we didn't foresee in the beginning which 
caused about almost 100% of returns. Every product broke. We'd be 
getting emails left and right from customers that were just like, hey, what 
happened. This thing broke in two months. I'd be like, ugh, just freaking 
out but in that challenge and in those low points, we had an opportunity to 
deliver some of the best customer service we've ever delivered, which 
then became the standard for what we deliver moving forward. 

 Although we've had a lot of challenges growing this thing and a lot of 
challenges getting it off the ground, when we first launched our coffees, 
the website crashed and like we got zero sales because everything like, it 
was a bug that we just didn't foresee. Things happen but when those 
things happen, I think this goes back to that gratitude muscle that if you 
find a way to be appreciative for the experience, you'll always find a way 
to turn a glass half empty into a glass half full. 

 When we, like I said, when we get all those returns, we provided service 
that they weren't expecting and that turned them into loyal fans who then 
vouched for us, told people that we were fixing the problem. I mean they 



were telling their family members, friends, I mean it was just an amazing 
experience. 

 Every downside and every challenge has been something amazing but I 
think some of the biggest ones we had were just products failing, 
websites failing. 

Steph G (host): I know that feeling all too well. 

Raj J: Yeah, I'm missing like at least a thousand but I think off the top of my 
head, two that have caused me a particularly large amount of angst, I 
would say those too were probably my biggest ones. 

Steph G (host): I love this because everybody goes through it and you know it would be 
easy for somebody to happen upon your website, what you're doing 
today, listen to this podcast and be like, "Yeah, Raj just had it all figured 
out. He's had it made. It's been an easy walk for him." I'm thinking behind 
every success story there are so many challenges and things that when 
it's happening you're just like, I think I just sprouted four new gray hairs in 
my head. I think they're crashing down around you and you're right and 
you said this earlier. It's the people that persist, it's the ability to keep 
going even when things are really hard. 

 That's what ultimately, I think, makes people successful. It's as cheesy as 
it sounds and you may be too young to really have watched this show but 
Survivor. Outwit and outlast and I've just always think about that like some 
of the most successful people I know, they didn't have a bunch of like 
lucky things happen to them along the way, they just worked really hard 
and they were persistent and they stuck with it and they solved these 
problems and they just kept moving. That's all you can really do. 

 I'm glad you mentioned those and thanks for being candid about that stuff 
because I think it's really important for other people listening out there 
who haven't, they want to start something and they're like but what if I 
mess it up and you're like, it's good. We've figured it out. 

Raj J: Oh man, let me, I'll say this. For anybody who is thinking about starting a 
business, it's one of the most rewarding things you can do. Don't let the 
fear of not knowing how to do it or the fear of what's going to happen if 
this happens. I mean for a website to crash is a blessing. I will tell you 
that. That means that people wanted to be there. 

 When people are returning stuff left and right, that's a blessing because 
people cared enough to reach out to you and tell you about a problem. 
Like I think that when you're starting out, just focus, keep working. I 
should talk about my first failed business was actually I was designing a 
software product for breweries, like a scheduling software and it crashed 
and burned. Like it was like the worst thing I've ever done. 

 I mean I've failed my way out of that one but I mean it was like, yeah, it 
was just tough but that one didn't work and then I moved to something 
else. That's what you're saying stuff. Even if it doesn't seem rosy, as long 
as you just keep moving forward. 



Steph G (host): Yeah. So speaking of moving forward, a little birdie tells me that you may 
be starting a podcast. What's going on with all that? 

Raj J: Yeah, we actually just launched the Stay Grounded Podcast, pun 
intended. 

Steph G (host): I love it. Oh, I love puns. I love it. It's so good. Oh my God. 

Raj J: Yeah, our first episode went live December 2nd. 

Steph G (host): Oh my gosh. Sweet. Congrats. 

Raj J: Yeah. It's been a joy. I mean the whole podcast is just about talking to 
people from all walks of life about success, fulfillment, happiness and how 
to have more of every day. Not tomorrow, not in a year but daily. It's been 
a pleasure and I'd loved it. Love to have you on there, Steph, actually. 

Steph G (host): I would love it. I would consider it a date. No pressure. But no, I'm 
absolutely very happy to chat with you and we'll link up your show, your 
podcast in the show notes for this episode. 

Raj J: Yeah, cool. 

Steph G (host): We've got one more section to the podcast and it is like a rapid fire 
question section. We'll do it and just see what happens. I'm always 
[crosstalk 00:55:12] … 

Raj J: Should I be scared? 

Steph G (host): No, don't be scared. Okay, the first question is a book you've read 
recently that stands out in your mind or just one of your all-time favorites 
and you already mentioned Code of the Extraordinary Minds so you can't 
pick that one. 

Raj J: I love The War of Art. 

Steph G (host): Oh nice. 

Raj J: I'm actually going to mention two because these both had a huge 
profound effect on my life. One is The Compound Effect and the second 
is The War of Art. They're both … Compound Effect is honestly I think 
they should be having people in school read that. It's just one of those 
books that … I think the first like two pages in the book they say we as a 
human race need to get the work ethic of our grandparents back and I 
was like, "Oh my God." That was like a slap in the face but it's a good 
book. It's a great book on just habits and building just success. 

Steph G (host): I'll check that one out. Your favorite way to drink coffee and I mean like 
what do you put in it, like what kind of coffee? I probably know what 
you're going to say here but I don't want to assume, so. 

Raj J: I drink my coffee black. 

Steph G (host): That's what I was guessing. 



Raj J: I do, I drink my coffee black. I use a tool called the Aeropress. It depends 
on my mood like if I have a lot of people over I've got a French press that 
I do for everybody over. If it's just me and I want one cup, it's usually my 
Aeropress or my Pour Over. 

Steph G (host): Nice. 

Raj J: And I always manually grind. 

Steph G (host): Always manually grind. 

Raj J: That's the consistent key besides black coffee. 

Steph G (host): I love it. Well, recently I had to give up cream because of some health 
stuff and so I was like a cream-in-the-coffee kind of person and I have 
had black coffee quite a few times and I will drink it if I need to but it's not 
my preferred way. 

Raj J: It depends on what kind of … This can be a whole another conversation 
but I mean different coffees from different parts of the world are going to 
taste a little different. If the coffee tastes really bitter, a lot of times you 
could find a different type. Actually, I'd love to send you some. I'll send 
you some coffee that's a little sweeter, see if that fits your palate but 
there's a coffee for every palate. Just like wine. Just like wine and just like 
chocolate and just like beer, everything, coffee is the exact same ways. 
You can get really sweet coffee, you can get really strong, hit you in the 
face kind of coffee, it's like there's a little spectrum. 

Steph G (host): All right, that's a deal. 

Raj J: Yeah. 

Steph G (host): Who inspires you the most on a daily basis? 

Raj J: That's a doozy. There's a lot of amazing people out there. I would have to 
say my dad. My dad inspires me a lot, just selfless. I mean he's worked 
his entire life for other people and so I think that inspires me to just give 
back whenever I can. I think my dad. 

Steph G (host): Great. Well, hopefully, he's enjoying himself out canoeing. [inaudible 
00:58:38] right now. Advice you would give your younger self. I usually 
say your teen self. When you're grown up, is there something you would 
wish you could back and tell yourself? 

Raj J: It's going to be okay. All the things I cared about thought were world-
ending, life-ending, like just like God, how am I going to get out of this. It's 
going to be okay. If I can go back and tell myself, it'd just be, you're doing 
everything right even though it doesn't feel like you're doing anything 
right. 

Steph G (host): I like that one. 

Raj J: Just keep doing. 



Steph G (host): Awesome, and the last question, since it is a theme of the show, is in your 
opinion, what is the most important ingredient in building an unbreakable 
human? 

Raj J: Gratitude. 

Steph G (host): I had a feeling that might be the answer but I never want to assume. 

Raj J: Because I think if you, even in the worst possible moments, if you can find 
a way to be grateful for what you have, there's nobody or anything that 
can take you away from you and I think that's what makes people 
unbreakable, I think. Gratitude reciprocates. It's 100%. I think that for me 
is the absolute key to everything else. 

Steph G (host): Love it. Well, that's the rapid fire question round. You did very well. 

Raj J: I passed. I passed. 

Steph G (host): Yeah, I always just love to hear what people are going to say because 
sometimes things come out that didn't come out in the conversation. Let 
everybody know where they can go and order your amazing coffee and 
stay up and involved in what you're doing. This is fantastic. 

Raj J: Yeah, if you just visit, actually, honestly, if you visit www.javapresse.com, 
that's our website. Go check it out. I'd love to give your listeners a code 
so HardertoKill10. 

Steph G (host): Sweet. 

Raj J: They'll get 10% off on their purchase and with our coffee club, we, the 
mission of the coffees and the club is really to, like I said, help people 
embrace slow coffee. We actually give away a grinder when you 
purchase. 

Steph G (host): Oh cool. 

Raj J: If you're new to just the idea of making a ritual out of your coffee, it's a 
pretty sweet deal that we're doing right now for anybody who's interested. 

Steph G (host): And it's a bonus arm workout as well. 

Raj J: It is a bonus arm workout. You're going to have some raging forearms. 

Steph G (host): Your biceps. Amazing. Trust me, it takes you like five minutes to grind 
your coffee and you're like, I did something or I already accomplished 
something today. 

Raj J: Yup. 

Steph G (host): It's so great. Well, we will also link all that stuff in the show notes so that 
folks can hop over there as well. This has just been so fun to connect with 
you again, Raj, and to just hear more about the awesome stuff you're 
doing in the world in this very purpose-centered, very heartfelt business 
and movement, really. I think it's more of a movement and I think it's really 



super cool and very unique and has the capacity to really change 
people's lives and get people living in the moment quite a bit more and it's 
really fantastic. Thank you so much for joining me on the show. 

Raj J: Thank you for having me. Yeah. It's been super fun. 

Steph G (host): Cool. Thank you. 

Raj J: Mmhmm (affirmative). 

Steph G (host): Such a great episode. It was so nice to sit down with Raj and talk about 
staying present and really enjoying your life and living more in the 
moment when it comes to not only yourself but your family and friends 
and the people that you care most about. 

 Now, if you want to grab the show notes for this episode including the full 
transcript, go to stupideasypaleo.com. There you can find the show notes 
for this episode and all of the links, everything we've talked about and you 
can find out how to grab some of Raj's amazing coffee. I know I'm going 
to do that because I love my coffee. All right. 

 Until next week, I would love, if you have a moment, head over rating 
review, hit subscribe button on whatever app you listen to podcasts. It 
helps to spread the word about this show because it helps the show move 
up the rankings and then more people can see it. We really do need your 
help to do that. It means so much. 

 Okay, until next week when … I'll give you a teaser. This is a woman who 
I have known about for many, many, many years and really admired. She 
has done some wonderful things for the Real Food Community and now 
she's taking an interesting topic about self-care and turning it on its head. 
I know this is going to be a valuable one for you. 

 We'll see you next Tuesday, and until then, stay healthy, happy and of 
course, Harder to Kill. 


